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Handicapping with HTR 
 

The Loners  - When Key Factors Stand Alone 
 

Over the years, HTR members have reported to me on several factors that seem to have a greater 

impact when they are the only one of its kind in the field. We tag these as "Lone" items. Here is the 

list below that will be tested and analyzed in this issue. 
 

 Lone Razor.  A single entrant displays a Razor Sharp workout since raced. 

 Lone Luck.  One horse is marked with the "Luck" rating. 

 Lone $$.  There is a single horse in the field marked with a "$$". 

 Lone KAT 6+.  A single horse in the field has a KAT rating of 6 or higher (no ties). 

 Lone YES=3+. One horse has an Improve rating with 3 or more 'Yes' (improvement) 

factors. 

 Solo Fr1 60+.  The top ranked Fr1 velocity horse is rated over 60.00 fps and none of the 

other entrants are rated  >= 60.00 fps. 
 

All of these items appear in Robot3 for individual testing and inclusion in spot plays. 
 

Below are some important bullet points about all of these "Loners". 
 

 The "Lone" aspect of each of these ratings almost always out performs the general results 

for the same factor. In some cases, the impact is considerably greater. The main reason for 

improved prediction and returns is that the public has difficulty discerning when a single 

horse owns an important rating. Most of these "Lone" items are indigenous to HTR 

anyway, so that makes it double-tough to locate them with conventional past-performances. 

As a result, the ROI rises.  Combining them with each other often accelerates the ROI even 

further. 
 

 Longshots are often even more obscure to the public if there is a "Lone" rating in HTR. 

This is because many of the HTR "Loners" emphasize positive and improvement factors 

rather than trying to balance the "noise" of negative attributes. Almost all handicappers 

make the critical error of over-thinking negative appraisal. Young horses (2,3,4) can 

improve dramatically, often in the twinkling of an eye, so be willing to forgive and forget 

the past if you seek value and price plays. 
 

 Favorites and low-odds horses typically win at higher rates with a "Lone" rating in their 

favor.  This gives them additional advantages that none of the other horses possess and they 

are double-tough to beat. 
 

 Loner items are especially potent if they are found in combination. Any two or more of the 

above items assigned to a single horse present a major advantage. 
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Handicapping with HTR 
 

The Loners  -    Lone Razor 
 

If one and only one horse in the field is labeled with a "Razor" workout, then it is quickly identified 

visually as a Lone Razor. Robot2 and Robot3 also have this item as a filter on the Angles/Systems 

module so you can quickly extract them for daily spot action.    
 

Below are the key stats for Lone Razor with at least 400 plays in a year. The data parameters are 

listed in the top header. Notice that some of the other "Lone" items are among the top performers 

which should give you food for thought with your spot plays in Robot3.  

 
  Lone Razor    All Races   Purse $10,000+   Sept 2012 - Aug 2013 

Item         Plays    Win  ITM   WROI PROI SROI   AvgWin  Long   I.V.       
 

All           6062    21%  49%   0.92 0.88 0.86   $9.00   $88    1.67 
 

Lone $$        621    15%  43%   1.13 1.00 0.95   $15.00  $57    1.15 

Lone KAT6+    1315    31%  62%   1.03 0.95 0.95   $6.60   $53    2.44 
 

Mcl            759    23%  51%   1.11 1.03 0.93   $9.70   $88    2.03    

Turf Rte       944    20%  46%   1.03 1.02 0.92   $10.50  $54    1.77 
 

RS=F           418    25%  53%   1.01 0.92 0.90   $8.20   $57    1.93     

RS=S          1334    20%  49%   1.07 0.97 0.93   $10.70  $64    1.60 
 

FTS            667    23%  45%   1.00 0.88 0.82   $8.70   $88    1.92 

2TS            401    24%  55%   1.06 1.04 0.94   $9.10   $64    1.94 

 

Analysis 

Lone Razor occurs frequently with over 6062 plays in the last 365-days and does well on its own 

with over 20% winners and half the horses finishing 1-2-3. ROI tops 1.00 when found in tandem 

with dozens of race situations or other HTR factors.    
 

Notice the Place and Show ROI are often strong which indicates the Lone Razor runners are "live" 

and regularly finishing in-the-money regardless of odds. 
 

Some Lone Razor horses are also Lone$$ or Lone KAT6+ and they return excellent ROI across the 

board.  
 

The two best race situations are Maiden Claimers, which have a long history of success with Razor 

Sharp workout horses and Turf Routes.    

 

RS or Running Style "F" (Front) and "S" (Sustained) are typically very difficult to work with in 

netting a positive ROI. With Lone Razor they are surprisingly solid producers. 

 

Debut horse (FTS) and second time starters (2TS) are particularly good bets with the Lone Razor. 

The Lone Razor Sharp workout greatly elevates their chances of winning and running a big race.  

 

I listed just a fraction of the positive relationships with Lone Razor. There are many more 

possibilities for you to explore using Robot3. Make Lone Razor an essential identifier when you 

handicap a race with HTR.    
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Handicapping with HTR 
 

The Loners  -    Lone Luck 
 

Lone Luck occurs when a single horse in the race is designated with the "Luck" flag. You can view 

the "Luck" rating in HTR2 on the [HTR] screen or in the HTR-Tour program.  The stats for Lone 

Luck are shown below. 

 
  Lone Luck    All Races   Purse $10,000+   Sept 2012 - Aug 2013 

Item         Plays    Win  ITM   WROI PROI SROI   AvgWin  Long   I.V.       
 

All          11118    28%  62%   0.85 0.88 0.90   $6.10   $53    2.30 
 

Won Last      1830    31%  67%   0.83 0.91 0.93   $6.20   $53    2.43       
 

$$            1778    16%  45%   0.98 0.92 0.92   $12.50  $53    1.45 
 

BTL           3150    34%  69%   0.92 0.93 0.95   $5.50   $48    2.66 
 

Turf Sprint    649    25%  59%   0.94 0.91 0.96   $7.50   $35    2.28 
 

Analysis 

The Luck rating was never designed to pump up the ROI, but rather to improve the probability of 

winning or finishing ITM. The idea behind the rating is to "move horses up". Lone Luck is a 

particularly good indicator for virtually every other HTR factor in terms of improving the 

probability of a high finish.  There is no shortage of Lone Luck in any data sample as there were 

more than 11,000 of them in the last 365-days.  
 

If you test Lone Luck, you'll notice an interesting phenomenon with the Show ROI (SROI). The 

'SROI'  is almost always higher than the Win ROI. When this happens, it is usually because the test 

sample features mostly low-odds winners that are over-bet. Serious horseplayers rarely bet to Show. 

Heavy Win betting does not include Show wagering for most bettors.    

 

Overall, horses that have Won their last start typically return to win again less than 20% of the time 

and are usually poor bets. This is because most horses are moved up in class after a win - 

particularly if it was a maiden win. But with Lone Luck, the productivity is almost double the 

normal for last out winners.  That's a positive sign that Lone Luck has reliable "move up" 

capability.  

 

The "$$" combined with Lone Luck is the strongest ROI producer with a sample over 1000. The 

16% win rate is excellent for "$$" which is typically around 10% on its own. The sample size here 

was over 1,700 plays, so this is not an aberration, but a definitive sign that Lone Luck is predictive 

for more live longshots and price plays. 

 

BTL (Better Than Looked last out) turned up a lot of plays (3,150) with Lone Luck and nearly 1/3 

of them won with more than 2/3 finishing in the money. The ROI is significant enough (0.92, 0.93, 

0.95) to consider spot creating spot plays with this combo. The reason why this duo should continue 

forward is that BTL and Lone Luck are diverse and virtually impossible for the public to ascertain 

by reading past-performances. 
 

Turf Sprints are among the most difficult races for predictive handicapping due to the wide-open, 

random 'rodeo' nature of large fields gunning it into a tight turn on the lawn. However, the Lone 

Luck winners are hitting at 25% and the ROI is promising.   
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Handicapping with HTR 

The Loners   -   Lone $$ 
 

Unlike the previously discussed Lone Luck, we expect Lone $$ to be an ROI producer and longshot 

prognosticator.  As we have noted in past issues of this newsletter, $$ plays are so common that the 

ROI and other statistics are diluted because there are often multiple plays in the same race. But with 

Lone $$ we don't have to deal with that issue. Let's find out how well the Lone $$ performs 

statistically. 

 
  Lone $$    All Races   Purse $10,000+   Sept 2012 - Aug 2013 

Item         Plays    Win  ITM   WROI PROI SROI   AvgWin  Long   I.V.       
 

All          14473    10%  36%   0.82 0.81 0.80   $16.70  $230   0.77 
 

Lone Razor     621    15%  43%   1.13 1.00 0.95   $15.00  $57    1.15 

Fr1 60 Solo   1112    11%  36%   1.01 0.85 0.84   $18.20  $230   1.12 

Lone Luck      587    16%  45%   0.98 0.92 0.94   $12.50  $53    1.29 

Lone KAT6+    2635    16%  46%   0.94 0.92 0.93   $11.60  $45    1.26 

Lone Yes=3+   5166    13%  42%   0.93 0.86 0.88   $13.20  $85    1.03 
 

HTR=1         2690    15%  46%   0.97 0.96 0.92   $12.60  $72    1.24 
 

Razor Sharp   1116    12%  40%   1.06 0.97 0.89   $17.00  $68    0.95 

WK=1          3420    12%  41%   0.97 0.88 0.86   $16.30  $72    0.92   
 

TJ30+          636    15%  44%   0.97 0.90 0.89   $13.20  $49    1.16 
 

FTi > 50       561    12%  36%   1.04 0.88 0.84   $16.60  $61    1.01 

PED=1         2430    12%  40%   0.95 0.87 0.86   $16.00  $85    0.89 
 

HF/PSF/K110+  5930    08%  36%   0.72 0.75 0.79   $17.00  $84    0.61 

in the race   

 

Analysis 

Over 14,000 plays, but a disappointing ROI (0.82 or -18%). Lone $$ needs to be combined with 

something else to make it effective. The most potent attributes for Lone $$ are the intangibles: 

workout, pedigree, trainer, equipment changes.   
 

The last item listed shows the results for Lone $$ if there is a dominant favorite in the race. The 

Lone $$ are rarely successful against these horses and the statistics suffer. Eliminating those races 

from the sample would increase the basic ROI. 
 

Lone $$ pairs up profitably with most of the other 'Loners' we are discussing in this article.    
 

HTR=1 and Lone $$ make an excellent spot play with lots of potential filtering due to the large 

sample size (2,690).  The ROI is strong across the board and almost 50% of them finish 1-2-3. 
 

Workout factors have the strongest impact on Lone $$. Any horse labeled with Lone $$ and Razor 

Sharp is an automatic win bet if the odds are fair.  
 

The top Trainer + Jockey combos (TJ 30%+) are surprisingly not over bet with the Lone $$. With 

average odds around 6/1, they are a tempting overlay wager, but not very common (636 plays/year).   
 

Pedigree factors did well especially if the FTi (First Timer index) is above 50, but any top rated 

PED play (PED=1) can be a live overlay.   
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Handicapping with HTR 

The Loners   -   Lone KAT 6+ 
 

The KAT rating highlights positive factors while ignoring negatives. If the top-rated KAT play has 

a score at 6 or higher and there are no other entrants with a score that high (and no ties), then it is 

assigned Lone KAT 6+ label. The overall stats are strong and the sample size is huge, so there is 

plenty of spot play, longshot, tournament picks, and value betting opportunity with this angle. 

 
  Lone KAT 6+    All Races   Purse $10,000+   Sept 2012 - Aug 2013 

Item         Plays    Win  ITM   WROI PROI SROI   AvgWin  Long   I.V.       
 

All          17288    28%  60%   0.90 0.89 0.89   $6.40   $88    2.24 
 

Favorites     7427    44%  77%   0.88 0.91 0.92   $4.00   $9     3.32 

ML Favorites  6223    44%  78%   0.87 0.90 0.91   $4.00   $15    3.31      
 

Bad Trainer    806    22%  51%   1.11 0.92 0.86   $9.90   $58    1.80 

Bad Jockey     320    23%  51%   1.23 1.05 0.92   $10.60  $67    1.93 

Apprntc Jock  1344    31%  61%   1.05 0.96 0.90   $6.80   $67    2.85 

Bad T+J        152    32%  64%   1.13 1.01 0.95   $7.00   $22    2.53 

Bad Fr3       2363    26%  56%   1.00 0.95 0.94   $11.70  $37    1.48 

Bad Class      553    16%  43%   0.97 0.92 0.88   $12.30  $15    1.36  
 

2yr           1536    31%  64%   0.93 0.89 0.92   $6.10   $49    2.45 

3yr           1676    30%  64%   0.99 0.92 0.92   $6.50   $54    2.34 

FTS            427    24%  49%   0.98 0.87 0.82   $8.30   $38    2.00 

2TS            920    33%  62%   0.95 0.88 0.89   $5.80   $27    2.69 
 

Layoff 90+    1455    25%  54%   0.93 0.88 0.84   $7.40   $67    2.05 

 

Analysis 

Thousands of Morning Line (ML) and final betting favorites will be tagged with Lone KAT 6+. The 

results are nothing short of impressive in all statistical categories, far out-performing the normal 

results.  The ML Favorite with Lone KAT 6+ is actually a major breakthrough as it dead-heats with 

tote favorites in the statistics. ML favorites rarely catch up to betting favorites in any size data test, 

but in this case, they can be "singled" with confidence.    
 

Notice that in this chart I highlighted the "Bad" stuff. This should convince you of the power of 

positive handicapping (KAT). These negatives, even when combined in multiples, don't stop the 

Lone KAT 6+. In fact, they promote higher ROI because the public tends to back off or eliminate 

horses with negative or "Bad" handicapping factors. Apprentice jockeys return an amazing 1.05 

ROI with Lone KAT 6+ because the betting public is afraid to take a chance on unknown and 

inexperienced riders.   
 

Young and inexperienced horses also have excellent results with Lone KAT 6+. Again, the KAT 

totally emphasizes the positive elements. If the youngster (2yr, 3yr, FTS, 2TS) happens to be the 

only entrant showing a KAT 6 or higher, then it has a definitive advantage over the competition. 
 

Horses with a Layoff of 90 days or more produce some of the worst statistical output in large 

general samples. But those with Lone KAT 6+ are able to hold their own and the odds are often 

generous. 

 

Let's See One First? - NOT with KAT 6+ 

The KAT rating is innovative because it dismisses the traditional handicapping negatives that hold 

us back from a solid wager. Expect improvement and turnarounds when horses have a high KAT 

rating. It is your opportunity to bet on them at fair odds. Dismiss pundits who say "let's see one 

first". That's a mindset that will get you nothing but chalk. Winning horseplayers stay open minded 

for opportunity with young, inexperienced, unknown and layoff runners.    
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Handicapping with HTR 

The Loners   -   Lone Yes (Improve) = 3+ 
 

The 'Improve' (Yes = ) rating preceded the KAT last year and the Improve rating is a subset of KAT. 

The "Yes" score tells us how many improvement factors have been noted since the horse's last start. 

These post-start items include equipment and medication, trainer and jockey changes, workouts and 

pedigree change (if the horse is changing dist/surface).    
 

Horses that have 3 or more Yes items in their favor are likely to show improvement and run better 

than their previous start. If they are the only entrant with a Yes score of 3 or more, then the 

probability of winning increases as well. 

 
  Lone Yes=3+    All Races   Purse $10,000+   Sept 2012 - Aug 2013 

Item         Plays    Win  ITM   WROI PROI SROI   AvgWin  Long   I.V.       
 

All          14364    16%  45%   0.88 0.84 0.87   $11.10  $88    1.27 
 

Luck          5539    23%  54%   0.96 0.90 0.90   $8.50   $53    1.78 

UL             761    07%  33%   0.78 0.86 0.82   $22.50  $61    0.56 
 

Double Razor   241    29%  51%   1.43 0.92 0.88   $9.80   $61    2.26 

Lone Razor    1199    21%  50%   0.99 0.90 0.89   $9.40   $56    1.62 

Wk=1          3311    19%  49%   0.98 0.89 0.88   $10.20  $61    1.50 

Wk 85+        1678    19%  48%   1.04 0.89 0.91   $10.60  $61    1.52     

Razor Sharp   1838    20%  50%   0.95 0.88 0.88   $9.80   $85    1.51 

Fit & Ready    652    21%  47%   1.03 0.86 0.87   $9.90   $50    1.62 
 

Turn Back 

Rte to Spr    1161    20%  49%   1.06 0.97 0.98   $11.50  $85    1.48 
 

Analysis 

With over 14,000 plays in a year, the Lone Yes=3+ has fair statistical results. Notice that the ITM% 

is almost three times the win rate (16%). Such a disparity is usually indicative of a sample with 

many long odds horses.   
 

The most surprising and important discovery in this data test was the Luck rating. More than 5,500 

of the Lone Yes=3+ plays were also a horse tagged with the Luck rating (including Lone Luck 

which did slightly better). Adding the Luck rating improves the Win% and ROI considerably.    
 

The workout factors are the other obvious key to pumping up the ROI with Lone Yes=3+. The data 

is a clear indication that fitness and workout attention by the trainer since the horse's last start are 

the primary movers of the ROI. This must be further evidence that the public is incapable of 

quantifying workout information. That is a major advantage for HTR subscribers who can identify 

fitness and potentially improving horses.     
 

One obscure factor that combined well with the Lone Yes=3+ was "TurnBack" (Route to Sprint).    

Here we find a strong ROI across the board and a win rate around 20%, which offers an interesting 

spot play opportunity. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

The Loners   -   Solo Fr1 60 
 

The magic number for Fr1 velocity feet-per-second (fps) = 60.00. Horses able to run that fast are 

destined to have an impact on every race they enter. If they can control the pace or slow down that 

first fraction, they'll have considerable energy left to hold on and win. An entrant that is the only 

one listed with a 60.00 fps Fr1 (Solo Fr1 60) can have a decisive advantage over the field.    

 
  Solo Fr1 60    All Races   Purse $10,000+   Sept 2012 - Aug 2013 

Item         Plays    Win  ITM   WROI PROI SROI   AvgWin  High   I.V.       
 

All           5019    20%  50%   0.89 0.86 0.85   $8.80   $230   1.61 

 

Bad Fr3       1340    20%  40%   1.18 0.91 0.87   $11.90  $230   1.68 

Front Wraps   1443    22%  52%   0.99 0.87 0.87   $8.80   $79    1.71 

 

Maidens       1159    22%  53%   1.03 0.92 0.92   $9.40   $230   1.91 

 

PED=1          814    27%  57%   1.01 0.89 0.87   $7.50   $83    1.97    

 

Lone $$       1122    11%  36%   1.02 0.86 0.85   $18.20  $230   0.88 

 

Analysis 

Overall the ROI might be a bit overstated here because Fr1 60 Solo lit up the toteboard with several 

monster winners including a 99/1 shot. However, bombs have always been the strength of Fr1 plays 

and this angle can be expected to score with dozens of big ones every year.    
 

Two surprises that popped up in the data were "Bad Fr3" and "Front Wraps". Normal statistics on 

these two are historically miserable, but when combined with a Solo Fr1 60 they hit some great 

payoffs. So the lesson with Solo Fr1 60 is to ignore all the negatives and take a stab when the odds 

offer some value. A separate test of tote odds at 8/1 or more did produce a positive ROI with Solo 

Fr1 60.   
 

Maidens are excellent bets with the Solo Fr1 60 angle. Many youngsters with brilliant speed run up 

the track in their initial starts. Most bettors toss them next out because they look bad on paper and 

have terrible final time speed ratings. When these speedballs learn to relax, get Lasix or blinkers, or 

ration that speed, they often win at high odds.   
 

PED=1 produced excellent results. This may overlap with the maidens. 
 

Lone $$ was the other 'loner' when paired up with Solo Fr1 60. 
 

My impression of the output with Solo Fr1 60 is that it does not greatly exceed other Fr1 categories 

such as Fr1 Dominant or even just Fr1=1, which has a play in every race and hits almost the same 

win percentage.  I'm also wary of the fact that much of the ROI may be due to a handful of giant 

payoffs. The "ModROI" from the Robot3/Learn New report was just 0.82 overall. That tells us that 

most of the returns are coming from bombs. Fr1 has always been king of the bombs with the pace 

and velocity, but you need to be aware of the volatility and losing streaks that exist.   
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Handicapping with HTR 

The Loners    Summary   
 
 

Combine Loners for Improved ROI  
 

Test results show that none of the "loners" is profitable as a stand-alone. But they all have 

significantly large sample size, so there is plenty of room for combining them into profitable plays. 

There are several important aspects to these ratings to keep in mind ==> 
 

 Loners can only be applied to a single horse in each race. With no possibility of a tie, we 

can focus on one entrant and see if there are corroborating factors to make a play. 
 

 Many of the "loners" defy conventional handicapping and turn apparent negatives into a 

positive ROI. This happens because most bettors have tossed the horse out on the 

negatives. For most handicappers, betting a horse on the basis of positive factors only 

while ignoring the problem areas, takes them out of their comfort zone. 
 

 Workout strength -- particularly anything related to "Razor Sharp" -- when combined 

with all the "Loners" has a pronounced effect on the ROI. Most bettors find it difficult to 

quantify and rank workout information. That puts HTR members at a decisive advantage 

because we have it down pat. 
 

Lone KAT 6+ Gets The Nod 

With a whopping 17,000+ plays in a year and solid overall statistics in every category, Lone KAT 

6+ wins the "HTR Loner" award.    Most importantly, the new KAT rating is highly effective with 

young and inexperienced horses.  The huge play count allows an unlimited array of potential spot 

plays and targeted daily longshot identification.  Tournament players should use KAT as a primary 

tool.   But KAT is also flexible enough to be used with favorites as well as it enhancing win rates 

and ROI even among low-odds horses.  Be sure to read the 2013 E-Book, available on our website, 

for complete details on the KAT rating.      
 

Get All the Loners on One Screen 

If you haven't tried the HTR-Tablet program in the past, you may want to install it now. It now has 

the  newly added the [KAT-Plus] screen. It includes all of the "Loners" that are applicable to the 

horse. The KAT-Plus is also unique for other reasons, please see page-10 for more on the update. 
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Software Update 

 HTR-Tablet Update /   New 'KAT-Scan' Report 

'Tablet' Runs On Any Computer 

You do not need a tablet computer to use the HTR-Tablet version (HTRTAB.EXE). The HTR-

Tablet software has larger display icons for touch screens, but can be operated with a mouse. Most 

of the screens are duplicates from HTR2 and HTR-Tour. But there is now one screen that is unique 

to the Tablet version (see below). 
 

Updates to Sept 18 version (HTRTAB.EXE) 

 

 The [HTR] screen has been beefed up and matches the same screen in the HTR2.  Now 

includes the KAT and Luck ratings. 
 

 A new screen [KAT Scan] sorts the field by the KAT rating.  A visual identification of all 

the Loners (described on pages 2-9) is included. 

 

Please read the guide below if you are new to the HTR-Tablet version. 

 

HTR-Tablet Installation 
 

The tablet version has its own installer and is found at this link ---> 
 

http://htr2.com/km/dnl/HTR-Tablet-Setup.exe 
 

If you want to install tablet program (latest version dated Sept 18, 2013) follow the steps 

below. 
 

1. Restart the computer before any installation attempt. 
 

2. Click on the link above and select RUN or OPEN (not Save). 
 

3. Ignore any warning messages from Windows or your security program and continue the 

installation by clicking:  "Allow", "Ignore", "Ok", "Continue Anyway", "Finish", etc. 
 

4. When finished you'll find the HTR-Tablet icon on your Windows or Tablet desktop. The 

icon looks like a notepad. If you are using HTR-Tablet on a  

 

Unique Perspective in HTR 

The KAT Scan screen in the latest HTR-Tablet version offers a unique perspective because the 

screen is sorted by the KAT rating.  If this screen proves popular, I'll add it to the HTR-Tour 

program.    

 

KAT Scan Highlights 
 

 Screen is sorted by the KAT score.  

 Only positive factors are presented as that is the KAT concept. 

 "+" signify something important - always a positive symbol. 

 The "Loners", which we covered in detail herein, are all easily identified (see next page).  

 

The first half of  the KAT Scan screen on the left looks similar to the HTR-Consensus.   There are 

some symbols to take note of,   we'll cover them on page-11. 
 

Note: the HTR-Tablet version does not have a print option. 
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Software Update 

HTR-Tablet /   New 'KAT-Scan' Report 
 

KAT Scan User Guide 
 

KAT Scan is a minimalist screen and purposely limits the amount of visual data so that decisions 

can be made without over-handicapping.  As mentioned, the "+" is a valuable marker on the KAT 

Scan display to get your attention.   Here is the glossary for the "+" markers  (the asterisk (*) 

designates top ranking).    
 

Age  

The "+" indicates a male horse has been gelded since its last start. 
 

Lay 

The "+" indicates the horse has been freshened by a trainer that excels with fresh horses.  

(the "<" prefix is shown if the horse has been off more than 6-months) 
 

QP 

The "+" marks the horse(s) most likely to contest the pace.  If there is only one such horse, consider 

that it might control the pace or lone front-runner.  Also see Fr1 below. 
 

Fr1 

The "+" designates Fr160 (horses with fraction-one velocity rating of 60.00 fps or more).   If there 

is only one horse marked with "+" in the field, then it is a  "Solo Fr1 60" play. 
 

Fr3 

The "+" indicates top rank in Fr3 as well as L/P (Late Pace, Fr2+Fr3) a potentially strong closer. 
 

(K) 

The "+" is for horses with a K rating 110 or higher. 
 

HTR 

The "+" marks the top ranked HTR-Consensus play. 
 

Imprv 

The "+" is listed for ONLY for a horse that has 3+ Improve factors and is the only one in the race 

(Lone YES-3+) 
 

KAT 

The screen is sorted by the KAT rating top-to-bottom.   Any horse with a KAT score of 6 or more is 

assigned a "+".  If there is only one horse listed with a "+" in that column, then we call it a "Lone 

KAT 6+". 
 

$$ 

The "+" indicates a  "Lone $$" play or the only horse showing "$$" in the field. 

 

To summarize, the KAT Scan has three primary goals = 
 

1. Present a screen that accentuates positive developments. 

2. Sort the horses by the KAT rating top-to-bottom and highlight those with KAT > 5. 

3. Mark "+" for noticing positive developments and "Loners". 

 

As you scroll through races with results, notice the winners at all prices levels that have a "+" in one 

or more columns on this screen.  Patterns usually develop at each track.      
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

Thank you for the 20th Anniversary Gift!  
To all of you that donated for my 20th Anniversary gifts (incl. Dell Notebook/Tablet) 
that  was given to me at our seminar in July - my sincere gratitude.  It was a total 
surprise; amazingly, everyone kept it a secret and I was blown away at the gesture! 
 
E-Book 2013 Download 
If you haven't read it yet, make sure you donate $40 to webmaster John and get a 
copy of our Seminar 2013 E-Book at this link =   
http://htr2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm 
The book has all the details on the HTR, KAT and Luck ratings. 
 
Tournament Orleans October 10 
I'm planning on competing with many of you at the Orleans Hotel from October 10-
12.  Hope to see you in Vegas. 
 
Software Updates 
See page 10. 
 

HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

 www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR 

Subscriber Zone around the 15
th
 of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter 

for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are 

available in our website archive library. 

 
Products and services from KM Software 

HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members 

only. 

 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/
http://www.homebased2.com/km

